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The Shock of the Big Data
“You always have to go for bigger and better things” Beth Mov-
ins

Traditional way of developing science as well as of mak-
ing decisions in complicated business situations is to collect as 
much information as possible to generate rational tested sugges-
tions. Such an approach takes for granted that the more informa-
tion could be obtained the more successful this tactic should be. 
So, it comes as a surprise that notwithstanding the remarkable 
technological advances in handling largely increased amounts of 
information, this obvious “Big Data” approach does not bring in 
the expected results [1].

The reason for this troublesome situation is twofold. To be-
gin with, according to a very well recognized philosophical dictum 
a simple accumulation of quantitative differences beyond a certain 
point gets into a sudden qualitative jump. Thus, firstly, a mere in-
crease in the applied computational power does not bring in the 
expected outcomes from processing large amounts of information. 
Apparently, brain works as a “Big Data” machine, and the corre-
sponding algorithms, if discovered, would be beneficial to imitate 
[2]. Information processing is basically determined by the realiza-
tion of a computational model - an abstract construction for symbol 
manipulations. The primitive computational model is presented by 
the Turing Machine, which works on individual symbols using a 
sequential access memory. Turing machine is mostly of a theo-
retical interest just as a formal definition of an algorithm. Practical 
information processing started with von Neumann’s model operat-
ing on joined words using a random-access memory. Trivial ef-
forts to further von Neumann’s model by means of parallelization 
stumble gravely upon software complexities and Amdahl’s law 
limitations. So, to reach the Big Data performance brain should 
rely on a completely different computational model [2]. This Com-

putational Model has to effectively operate with composite items 
using a content-addressable memory restricting a prompt versa-
tile access only to relevant information, analogously to Google’s 
PageRank. The relevant information is chosen explicitly, while the 
rest information only has an effect on these choices, but somehow 
implicitly. As a result, the surmised Big Data computational model 
for the brain unravels the main Freudian characteristics - a consid-
erable role of subconsciousness.

Big Data Processing Through Cluster Access
“Where does a thought go when it's forgotten?” Sigmund Freud 

Thus, the surmised computational model entails a qualita-
tively different organization of Big Data processing. For the brain 
this computational model can be implemented using cloud com-
puting in the framework of the holographic resources of the Physi-
cal Universe [2-4]. The distinctive feature of the given Big Data 
computational model is separating the operational roles of explicit 
and implicit information. With conventional computer equipment 
this distinctive feature can be implemented through a special tech-
nique of clustering applied to data items having binary encoded 
attributes [5,6]. A rough outline of the involved technicalities is 
given in [7]. 

The presented approach provides a novel type of access to 
information objects - through an ensemble of clusters they belong 
to, rather than through their own individual information content. A 
brief review of such possibilities is presented in [8]. Accordingly, 
access to a Big Data system is to be accomplished by a novel query 
type - “Exemplar” searching [9] that considers a user query merely 
as an example of the data in which the user is actually interested. 
Subsequently, after appropriate clusters are selected user has to 
further analyze their characteristics as a requisite part of the algo-
rithm for system exploration. 
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The Inductive Comprehension of Complex Phe-
nomena
 “Everyone complains of his memory, and no one complains of his 
judgment.” - François de La Rochefoucauld

Thus, Big Data possibilities allow the process of knowledge 
creation to develop contrarily to the ubiquitous way of compre-
hending complex phenomena by going from understanding simple 
facts first. Normally, this ubiquitous way of understanding implies 
the existence of a paradigm that has to be basically confirmed, with 
maybe some ad hoc modifications. On the other hand, any “Big 
Data” system, natural or artificial, is definitely a subject of various 
kinds of interpretations, so these systems cannot be appropriately 
understood solely from the data depictions without employing a 
suitable paradigm. As a result, the Evidence Based rough com-
plexity of “Big Data” is more amenable to discovery of adequate 
paradigms than elegant simplicity of well-designed developments 
that may end up in blind alleys wanderings. Thus, Big data ap-
proach to biomedicine may lead to a long-awaited elucidation of 
fundamental science while the continuing expansion of a predict-
able paradigm could not get rid of the accrued inconsistencies.

Thus, revealing the underlying paradigm is a precondition 
for the beneficial application of the Big Data, particularly for the 
precision medicine, which essentially involves the main diversities 
of the universal Weltanschauung paradigm - “The whole general 
culture and social structure”. For example, consider, a group of 
people walking through the forest who see and respond to their 
environment in different ways: “The lumberjack sees the forest 
as a source of wood, the artist as something to paint, the hunter as 
various forms of cover for game, and the hiker as a natural setting 
to explore" [10]. 

Perception in modern science takes place essentially through 
the mind rather than computer-processed data, so inward intention 
and general disposition most strongly affect what is “Seen”. For 
example, building and operating elementary particle accelerators, 
almost subliminally, predispose scientists to develop theories in 
terms of particles; the whole social structure of physics has the ef-
fect of confirming the particle hypothesis of matter [10]. A similar 
situation occurs in biomedicine, particularly in massive attempts 
of studying the brain to corroborate neural net expectations [1]. 
The relation between mind and body considered as the most in-
tractable problem of science: “So, philosophical wisdom would 
consist in giving up the attempt to understand the relation in terms 
of other more familiar ones and accepting it as the anomaly it is 
[11]. Thus, it becomes extremely insistent to determine an ade-
quate paradigm for the operational organization of living matter 
(see, our short preliminary note [12]; work on extension of this 
article is in progress). 

Towards the Ultimate Understanding of Nature 
 “Empty is the argument of the philosopher which does not relieve 
any human suffering.” - Epicurus 

As long as human mind is a part of the physical world reveal-
ing the right paradigm for Nature could be more effectual through 
the complex versatility of the mind rather than through the decep-
tive simplicity of the inanimate matter. 

Nowadays, humankind confronts two fundamental seeming-
ly almost not related problems: overabundance of information and 
dearth of energy. Yet the Big Data circumstances are closely con-
nected to the inherent workings of Nature [I3] So, an appropriate 
contemplation of the Big Data in connection to biological energy 
is necessary for revealing the general Weltanschauung paradigm, 
which is vital for the whole well-being of modern society.
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